An estimation method of item difficulty index combined with the particle swarm optimization algorithm for the computerized adaptive testing
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The computerized adaptive testing is to provide items that are consistent with the current ability of testee, and to decide the difficulty for the next selected item according to the correctness of the testee’s answer. It achieves the goals of adaptive learning through the mechanisms of dynamic adjustment of item difficulty to accelerate the test process or to shorten the number of items in a test. A prerequisite of computerized adaptive testing is to estimate the difficulties of items correctly. In this study, we describe the parameters of items by an adjusted approach. It considers each knowledge block as an independent dimension and gives a value for each dimension of the difficulty. Combined with the particle swarm optimization algorithm, a dynamic item selection strategy is proposed to develop an adaptive testing system. Therefore, it adopts the multiple assessment methods for the abilities by giving a value for each dimension of the ability. By way of the the dynamic item selection in computerized adaptive testing, all the selected items will be highly correlated and more consistent with the current actual abilities of the testees.

1. Introduction

Learning is generally immediately accompanied by testing. Testing is an integral part of the learning process. The results of testing can provide feedbacks to both instructors and learners. An instructor can correct teaching directions based on such feedbacks, and learners can correction their learning from these feedbacks. Due to the popularity of computers and Internet, the teachers or researchers have started to construct the computerized test systems. The computerized adaptive testing (CAT) has been developed to solve the problem that the traditional computerized testing gives the inappropriate test items. It provides the test items with the difficulties which are consistent with the testee’s ability. It creates the exclusive content of personal tests by the way of dynamic item selection.

For a big test item bank with many test items, there are two important challenges to a CAT system. First is how to correctly and quickly estimate the item difficulty index of test item. In this study, the testees’ abilities are considered into the estimation process of the item difficulty indices. Those who answered wrongly with higher ability or answered correctly with lower ability are regarded as the answers abnormality. The concept of answers abnormal rate is proposed to develop an estimation method of item difficulty indices. Second is how to quickly locate a suitable test item for a learner’s ability. This study adopts the knowledge structure concept for multiple ability evaluation for testees, which is based on the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm, to develop a dynamic item selection strategy.

Through the proposed estimation method based on the answers abnormal rate, the item difficulty indices and the testees’ abilities can be estimated mutually. Each test item can also be estimated independently. Therefore, the test item bank can be expanded easily at any time without abundant pre-test samples. And then, the dynamic item selection system adopts the PSO algorithm as a core and integrates with the knowledge structure concept. The quick search advantage in the PSO algorithm and knowledge structure characteristics allow the most suitable test items for a testee’s ability to be quickly identified, even in a big test item bank.

2. Literature Reviews

2.1 Computerized Adaptive Testing

The traditional testing is based on classical test theory. It gives all the testees the same test paper with the same test items. However, this is not appropriate for certain types of tests. For the testees with higher or lower abilities, to give them the same test items may be too difficult or too easy. Inappropriate items are not only unable to discriminate the testees’ abilities accurately, but even may combat the testees’ positive or confidence. Hence, the tests loss the significance (Cheng, Lin, & Huang, 2009; Huang, Lin, & Cheng, 2009).

In order to improve the lack of traditional testing, the basic concept of computer adaptive testing is to select the test item with the difficulty which is the most consistent with the testee’s current ability. When a test item has completed, the test system will assess the testee’s ability immediately. And then, the next one test item will be selected according to this ability. In the other words, the testee’s answer is correct or not will affects the difficulty of next one test item selected. For the testees with higher abilities, do not have to give them too easy test items; for the testees with lower abilities, do not have to give them too difficult test items. Through this kind of dynamic item selection strategy, the computer adaptive testing can be held according to the different testees’ abilities. The adaptive testing is a way of test which is created exclusively and personally. Therefore, the
2.2 Particle Swarm Optimization

The basic concept of particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is derived from a social group behavior simulation, first used by Eberhart & Kennedy (1995) to develop an optimization method based on characteristics of foraging behavior in fish shoals and bird flocks. This method assumes that a flock of birds forages for food in an area. There is only one place where the food is. The birds do not know the position of food, but they know how far they are from the food. Thereby, the simplest or most effective strategy to find the food is to search in the adjacent areas to be closest to the food.

Since the PSO algorithm was formally proposed, it has been widely applied in many applications due to its many advantages, including its simple structure, few parameters, fast convergence, and applicability to dynamic environments and almost optimization problems. Many relevant studies have even applied the PSO algorithm to digital learning and used it in adaptive testing systems for conducting item searches (Cheng, Lin, & Huang, 2009; Huang, Lin, & Cheng, 2009), applied it to automatic learning partner recommendation (Lin, Huang, & Cheng, 2010), or applied it to blogs for searching recommended posts (Huang, Cheng, & Huang, 2009). There are two important functions of PSO algorithm: the fitness function and the velocity function (Musui, Daolio, & Cagnoni, 2011). The fitness value, calculated by the fitness function, determines whether the position where the particle falls is good or bad. The velocity function is used to determine the particle’s velocity as (1) and to determine the new particle’s falling position as (2).

\[ v_{id} \leftarrow w \cdot v_{id} + C_1 \cdot R_1 \cdot (P_{bestid} - x_{id}) + C_2 \cdot R_2 \cdot (G_{best} - x_{id}) \]  

(1)

Where \( v_{id} \) is the velocity of \( i \)-th particle in \( d \)-th dimension; \( w \) is the inertia weight; \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) are the acceleration functions, which are usually 2; \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) are the random values between 0 and 1; \( P_{bestid} \) is the particle’s optimal solution, which is the position of optimal solution of \( i \)-th particle in \( d \)-th dimension; \( G_{best} \) is the global optimal solution, which is the position of current optimal solution among all particles in \( d \)-th dimension.

\[ X_{id} \leftarrow X_{id} + V_{id} \]  

(2)

Where \( x_{id} \) is the position of \( i \)-th particle in \( d \)-th dimension.

In its initial state, the PSO algorithm randomly generates particles in a search space, where each particle has a different velocity. After using the fitness function to obtain an adaptive value for the current position, the algorithm determines whether the current position is good or bad. Each particle can memorize its own optimal fitness value, which named the particle’s optimal solution (\( P_{best} \)). It then passes a message to identify the position with an optimal fitness value among the positions passed by all particles, which named the global optimal solution (\( G_{best} \)). It then uses (1) to compute a new velocity for each particle, (2) to determine a new position for the particle, and update \( P_{best} \) and \( G_{best} \) with an iterative approach until the optimal solution is found. Fig. 1 shows a flowchart for the PSO algorithm.

![Fig. 1 PSO algorithm flowchart.](image)

2.3 Item Difficulty Index

There are usually two methods to estimate the item difficulty indices. First, the item difficulty index of a test item is represented by the percentage of correct answers. It is shown as (3).

\[ P = \frac{R}{N} \times 100\% \]  

(3)

Where \( P \) is the item difficulty index; \( N \) is the number of all the testees; \( R \) is the number of testees who answered correctly.

There is another method to estimate the item difficulty index. First, the testees are sorted by their scores. Then, the groups of highest scores and lowest scores are designated as the higher score group and the lower score group. To compute the percentage of correct answers for these two groups. Finally, the average of their percentage is taken as the item difficulty index. It is shown as (4).

\[ P = \frac{P_H + P_L}{2} \]  

(4)

Where \( P_H \) is the percentage of correct answers in the higher score group and \( P_L \) is the percentage of correct answers in the lower score group.

Typically, these two extreme groups are token 25%, 27%, or 33%. (Haladyna, 1999; Suen, 1990).
3. Methods

3.1 Item Difficulty Index Estimation

In this study, an estimation method of item difficulty indices based on the answers abnormal rate is proposed to refer to the item response theory (IRT) model. The testee’s abilities are considered into the estimation process of item difficulty indices.

The answers abnormal rate of one test item for the testees with the abilities greater than the item difficulty index is represented by the wrong answer rate. It is shown as (5).

\[ hAAR_i = \frac{hW_i}{hN_i} \]  (5)

Where \( hAAR_i \) is the answers abnormal rate of higher ability group for one test item if its difficulty is the \( i \)-th level; \( hW_i \) is the number of wrong answers of higher ability group for one test item if its difficulty is the \( i \)-th level; \( hN_i \) is the number of all the testees of higher ability group for one test item if its difficulty is the \( i \)-th level.

The answers abnormal rate of one test item for the testees with the abilities smaller than the item difficulty index is represented by the correct answer rate. It is shown as (6).

\[ lAAR_i = \frac{cR_i}{lN_i} \]  (6)

Where \( lAAR_i \) is the answers abnormal rate of lower ability group for one test item if its difficulty is the \( i \)-th level; \( cR_i \) is the number of correct answers of lower ability group for one test item if its difficulty is the \( i \)-th level; \( lN_i \) is the number of all the testees of lower ability group for one test item if its difficulty is the \( i \)-th level.

The answers abnormal rate of one test item for the testees with the abilities equal to the item difficulty index is represented by the absolute value of the difference between the correct answer rate and 0.5. It is shown as (7).

\[ eAAR_i = \left| \frac{cR_i}{lN_i} - 0.5 \right| \]  (7)

Where \( eAAR_i \) is the answers abnormal rate of equal ability group for one test item if its difficulty is the \( i \)-th level; \( cR_i \) is the number of correct answers of equal ability group for one test item if its difficulty is the \( i \)-th level; \( lN_i \) is the number of all the testees of equal ability group for one test item if its difficulty is the \( i \)-th level.

To add the three parts (5), (6), and (7) together is the answers abnormal rate of one test item. It is shown as (8).

\[ AAR_i = hAAR_i + eAAR_i + lAAR_i \]  (8)

Where \( AAR_i \) is the answers abnormal rate of one test item if its difficulty is the \( i \)-th level.

To take the level of minimum answers abnormal rate as the item difficulty index of one test item. It is shown as (9).

\[ D = \arg \min(AAR_i) \]  (9)

Where \( D \) is the item difficulty index of one test item.

3.2 Fitness Function of PSO

The fitness function of the PSO algorithm determines the strengths and weaknesses of a particle based on its position. In this study, the three evaluation criteria are the test item difficulty, test item relevance degree and knowledge block, and selected number of test items. These items are used as evaluation criteria to locate the most suitable test item for the learner’s ability using the relevant parameters.

The main purpose of (10) is to evaluate the gap between the testee’s current ability and the difficulty of selected item. A smaller gap gives a smaller value, when \( 0 \leq DL_i \leq 1 \). The optimal situation is that there is no gap between the selected item and the testee’s ability, and its value is 0.

\[ DL_i = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{m} |d_{ij} - D_i| r_{kj}}{q_i} \]  (10)

Where \( D_i \) is the testee’s current knowledge block ability, where \( 0 \leq D_i < 1 \); \( d_{ij} \) is the current knowledge block difficulty of current selected item, where \( 0 \leq d_{ij} < 1 \); \( q_i \) is the number of relevant knowledge blocks for the current selected item; \( m \) is the number of relevant knowledge blocks; \( r_{kj} \) is the relevance of the \( k \)-th test item and the \( j \)-th relevant knowledge block, which its value is 1 if it has relevance and 0 otherwise.

Equation (11) locates the relevance degree between the test item and weight value of knowledge block set by the testee, where \( 0 \leq RD_k \leq 1 \). A smaller value indicates greater relevance.

\[ RD_k = 1 - \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{m} (w_j - U_j/T)r_{kj}}{q_k} \]  (11)

Where \( U_j \) is the number of items currently selected from knowledge block \( j \) and \( T \) is the total number of test items expected to be given in the test; \( w_j \) is a different weight value that can be set for each relevant knowledge block, where \( 0 \leq w_j \leq 1 \).

Equation (12) is the exposure control factor. It balances the number of selected times for all test items and adopts an item exposure rate control as its objective. They thus take the most frequently selected item in the item bank and the current selected item as the major evaluation terms. To maintain the main purpose of adaptive testing, it selects the items that meet the learner’s ability and relevant knowledge. To improve the item selection accuracy, these functions use \( RD_k \) as a constraint condition. The smaller values indicate that are have been previously selected fewer times, where \( 0 \leq ECF_k \leq 1 \).

\[ ECF_k = (1 - RD_k) \cdot \frac{n_k}{\text{Max}(n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_N)} \]  (12)

Where \( n_k \) is the number of times that the currently selected test item has been selected, where \( 0 \leq n_k \); \( \text{Max}(n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_N) \) is the number of times that the most frequently selected item in the item bank has been selected, where \( 0 \leq \text{Max}(n_1, n_2, \ldots, n_N) \); \( N \) is the number of test items in the item test bank.

Adding (10), (11), and (12) allows the fitness function (13) in the PSO algorithm.

\[ Z(X_i) = DL_i + RD_k + ECF_k \]  (13)

Where \( Z \) is the fitness value and \( X_i = \{DL_i, RD_k, ECF_k\} \) is the particle’s position vector.

In this algorithm, a smaller fitness value denotes greater fitness between item difficulty, relevant knowledge, and testee’s current ability; in other words, it indicates that the test item is more suitable for the testee.
3.3 Velocity Function of PSO

After defining the fitness function, we come to another important function in the PSO algorithm: the velocity function. Velocity affects the direction and distance of a particle’s movement in the search space. It is shown as (14).

\[
V_{t+1} = W \times V_t + C_1 \times R_1 \times (X_p - X_t) + C_2 \times R_2 \times (X_g - X_t)
\]

Where \(V_t\) indicates the velocity of a particle in the \(t\)-th iteration; \(V_{t+1}\) indicates the velocity of a particle in the \((t+1)\)-th iteration; \(C_1\) and \(C_2\) are learning factors that influence the individual and global optimal solutions for each iteration; \(R_1, R_2,\) and \(W\) all prevent falling into the local optimal solution in the search process; \(X_p\) is the particle’s individual optimal solution; \(X_g\) is the global optimal solution; \(X_t\) is the position of a particle in the \(t\)-th iteration.

After each particle obtains its velocity according to (14), (15) is used to update the particle’s new position.

\[
X_{t+1} = X_t + V_{t+1}
\]

Where \(X_{t+1}\) updates parameters of the selected test item and determines the particle’s \((t+1)\)-th item position.

3.4 Dynamic Item Selection Strategy

The CAT primarily seeks to allow a system to provide the test items in line with the testee’s ability when the learner takes an online computerized test and to determine the difficulty of the next item according to each answer. The system uses this mechanism to achieve computerized adaptive learning objectives and accurately estimate the user’s ability. This study realizes the CAT with the knowledge structure concept to interpret the relationship between test item knowledge and the testee’s ability. It adopts the PSO algorithm as the core to find the most suitable test item for the testee’s current ability from a big test item bank. Fig. 2 shows the flowchart for PSO adaptive testing.

4. Experiments and Results

4.1 Searching Speed

This experiment aims to observe the search time for the computerized adaptive dynamic item selection model proposed in this study over different sizes of test item banks with different parameter settings, and to compare them with the search time of a sequential search. The implementation method for this experiment is to observe the results of giving different numbers of particles and iterations to the computerized adaptive dynamic item selection model. There are 10 and 20 particles; 5, 10, 15 and 20 iterations; and 10 item selection processes are performed.

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 compare the PSO and sequential search times. These two comparison figures show that, when the number of test items is below 1000, the average PSO and sequential search times are not significantly different; when the number of test items is over 1000 and approaches 5000, the PSO search speed is significantly faster than sequential search. It proves that PSO search is effective for item selection in a big test item bank.

4.2 Searching Accuracy

This experiment uses three search methods, PSO, random, and sequential searches, to perform item selection over item banks with different sizes and further compared the fitness values of the searched items. In this experiment, three different search methods are adopted to conduct 10 item selection actions over 7 different sizes of test item banks. The parameters for this experiment are \(w_1=0.5, w_2=0.3, w_3=0.2\); the testee’s abilities in

![Fig. 3 Search time comparison of sequential search and PSO search (10 particles with different iterations).](image)

![Fig. 4 Search time comparison of sequential search and PSO search (20 particles with different iterations).](image)
knowledge blocks are all set to 0.5; the optimal fitness value is 0 and the worst fitness value is 2.

Fig. 5 shows that all fitness values selected by PSO searches are close to the optimal solution, except for the 5-particles and 5-iterations condition. Although a sequential search ensures that the optimal solution can be always found, the search speed experiments suggest that a sequential search increases the time cost and that the PSO search speed is significantly better than the sequential search speed, even in a big test item bank.

Fig. 5 Comparison of search accuracy rate. p=particles.

Fig. 6 shows that, along with the increased number of particles, less iteration is required to locate test items with the optimal fitness values. Exploring the reasons reveals that the particle distribution range expands when the number of particles increases, so the probability of an optimal solution located around the particles is greater and the opportunity to locate an optimal solution also increases. During the initial setup, the number of iterations can be correspondingly reduced; i.e., an optimal solution can be found without too much iteration. More can be found from the experiment: the search stability is more stable when applying a search scheme with 10 particles and iterations.

Fig. 6 Changes of fitness values of different number of particles in iterations.

4.3 Item Difficulty Index Estimation

The CAT system used in this study is developed in an online English learning system. That system provides the learning materials for technology English. And then, the CAT is used assessing the learners’ outcomes (Cheng, Lin, & Huang, 2009). The item difficulty indices for the item bank in the test system is estimated by the method based on the answers abnormal rate proposed in this study. Combining the PSO dynamic item selection strategy in that system (Huang, Lin, & Cheng, 2009), a complete and robust CAT system is constructed.

Fig. 7 Distribution of Item Difficulty Index.

This experiment in this study is online tests. The item difficulty indices are 9 levels ranged from 0.1 to 0.9. The initial values of item difficulty indices are all set to 0.5. The participants are the students, who elect the course named “Technology English”, in the departments related with computer and information in a university in southern Taiwan. The students’ abilities are also divided into 9 levels ranged from 0.1 to 0.9. The initial values of student’s abilities are all set to 0.2. The experimental period is 6 weeks, and the way for the tests is that the students exercise in the after-school time freely. Then, the item difficulty indices will automatically be estimated every week according to the results of tests. Fig. 7 shows the distribution of the item difficulty indices in the test item bank after this experiment.

Although there are not enough test data, it needs more data for corroboration, it can be seen that if the selected times of a test item reaches a certain number of candidates, the results of estimation will be stable. Fig. 8 shows the number of adjusted test items in each time of estimation during this experiment. It can be seen that the number of adjusted test items is decreasing quickly. Fig. 9 shows the average adjusted levels of item difficulty indices in each time of estimation. Their values fall between 0.1 and 0.2. It represents that the average gap of item difficulty indices in each time of estimation is not too large.

Fig. 8 Number of Adjusted Items for Each Week..
5. Conclusions and Future Works

In the method of item difficulty index estimation based on the answers abnormal rate proposed in this study, the testee’s abilities are considered into the process of estimation. The item difficulty indices and the testees’ abilities can be estimated mutually at the same time. It can accelerate the process of item difficulty index adjustment estimation to be stable. Every test item is deemed to be independent, so its item difficulty index can be estimated independently. The item bank can be expanded easily at any time. New test items and old existing ones work together in the system. Their item difficulty indices can be estimated quickly and reasonably.

The dynamic item selection system adopts the PSO algorithm as a core and integrates with the knowledge structure concept. The quick search advantage of the PSO algorithm and the characteristics of knowledge structures allow the most suitable test items for a testee’s ability to be selected quickly, even in a big test item bank.

In this study, we only discuss with the estimation of item difficulty indices. However, with respect to the mathematical model of IRT, it will be more suitable to discuss with the item discrimination indices and the item guess indices for the type of choice items. The description of item parameters can be more complete by them. Therefore, the item discrimination indices and the item guess indices will be discussed and researched based on the answers abnormal rate in the future. The participants of this study are university students in the departments related with computer and information. Therefore, the results of experiments are case dependent. In the future, the participants of experiments can involve different field of departments to obtain more general results.
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